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INTRODUCTION

Hey Everybody!

We are so proud to have passed the 250,000 Subscriber 

mark on the Juggernaut Training Systems YouTube. I start-

ed this channel way back in 2007 to showcase my own 

training and the work I did with a local high school football 

team. Since then, we have produced over 1,400 videos 

covering a variety of topics. The early video production was 

primitive but over time and with the help of The World’s 

Strongest Videographer, Shorty Sadang, we have upped our 

game and feel that we create some of the most informative 

and well produced content in all of fitness YouTube. 
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On a channel that has existed for over a decade and creates 

as much valuable content as we do, it can be overwhelming 

to try and sift through it all to find what you’re looking for, 

which is why we have put together this ebook for you. We 

have curated over 250 of our favorite videos, over 40 hours 

of content, on Powerlifting, Weightlifting, Nutrition, Mobility, 

Muscle Building and more for you in one, easy to navigate 

place, so that you can better utilize the wealth of knowledge 

we provide. 

We are extremely proud of the effort and high quality work 

that goes into the Juggernaut Training Systems YouTube 

and hope that this ebook will help you gain as much knowl-

edge as possible from it. 

Thanks for subscribing to our channel and make sure to 

share it with your friends. 

Thank you,

CWS
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POWERLIFTING: SQUAT
The squat has always been one of our favorite topics and 

we have created valuable videos for every aspect of it from 

technique, to mobility and programming. Here are some of 

our favorites.
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TECHNIQUE
Great squatting has got to start with great technique, so get 

started with our very popular Squat Pillars series which 

systematically addresses technique for the squat over the 

course of 5 videos.
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Part Two of our Squat Pillar series will show you how to 

breathe during the lift to ensure a solid braced position to 

help you lift maximal weight and keep your back healthy:

The first installment of the Squat Pillar series deals with 

upper back positioning and creating a tight setup:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/oEy5WFr-CDA
https://youtu.be/oEy5WFr-CDA
https://youtu.be/ZFiosv9_vis
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In Part Three of our Squat Pillar series, Chad and Marisa 

discuss the mindset you must have during heavy squats 

and nuances of the tempo and rhythm of the lift: 

Part Four of this series covers the foot pressure and knee 

movement through the lift:

https://youtu.be/hd5vmjolKh0
https://youtu.be/OVr8O7b3AHA
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Finally, Part Five of the Squat Pillars series addresses head 

position and discusses how to utilize your upper back effec-

tively during the lift:

https://youtu.be/TP1ne7A8O6I
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A very typical question we get regarding the Squat, its tech-

nique and implementation in training, is about the differ-

ence between High Bar and Low Bar Squats. In this video, 

Chad and Max dive into the technique differences, as well 

as best applications of each style to your training:

https://youtu.be/QhlNbTsvxbE
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A seemingly small part of the lift that can derail your per-

formance before you even get going is a poor walkout. IPF 

World Champion and one of the biggest squatters in the 

World, Blaine Sumner joins us to help you Master the Walk-

out:

https://youtu.be/MCLOiyIUrkc
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The Front Squat can also be a powerful tool for improving 

leg strength and bringing up your squat, so we have put 

together a Front Squat Pillars series to help you hone your 

technique in this lift.

In the first of our Front Squat Pillars, Max Aita discusses 
the front rack position. This is a bit specific to Weightlifting, 
so if you’re using the front squat for Powerlifting or general 
strength, feel free to use a crossed hands front rack:

PS. If you’re struggling with your mobility for the Front 

Rack, click here.

https://youtu.be/-BZCziYX8TI
https://youtu.be/UDLrAbTpjUg
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Our second Front Squat Pillar focuses on your breathing 

and bracing pattern during the lift which presents some 

unique demands with the weight weighing down heavily on 

your chest:

The next Front Squat Pillar deals with the set-up, getting 

your feet in the right position to maximize the effectiveness 

of the lift:

https://youtu.be/7wEEtegyRDk
https://youtu.be/LYy_TNhVBe0
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Part Four of the Front Squat Pillar series deals with the de-

scent of the lift, how the weight should be balanced through 

your feet and how your knees should move during the lift:

Finally, in the ultimate installment of our Front Squat Pillar 

series, Max discusses the ascent of the lift and how to best 

position your hips for maximum strength:

https://youtu.be/A15aiCfGfFU
https://youtu.be/3K2ao5EAAGE
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If you’ve watched videos of top lifters training or compet-

ing, you’ve likely heard their coaches and training partners 

yelling different cues at them throughout the lift and may 

have been confused about their meaning or purpose. In this 

video, Chad shares some of his favorite cues to use with his 

athletes, their meaning and when to implement them:

https://youtu.be/wsiHp6rX-x8
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mobility
Of the 3 Powerlifts, the Squat typically places the greatest 

demand on the athlete’s mobility and movement quality. 

We are fortunate enough to partner with Dr. Quinn Henoch 

of ClinicalAthlete.com to help our athletes move better 

and stay healthy. Here are some very helpful videos from 

Dr. Quinn to help deal with some of the most common and 

frustrating Squat mobility issues.
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First and foremost in regards to mobility for the Squat, we 

must understand that not everyone’s body is the same and 

there isn’t one universal best technique for all. In this video, 

Quinn explains how to assess an athlete’s hip structure and 

the implications this has on their Squat technique:

Shifting to one side or the other during the squat can lead 

to a number of issues in the hips, knees, ankles and back. 

Quinn uses Chad as a case study in this video to demon-

strate causes and solutions to unilateral hip shift:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/Fob2wWEC72s
https://youtu.be/LnFyYuY2Sro
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Getting into a tight setup, particularly in the Low Bar Squat, 

requires significant shoulder mobility and hard and heavy 

training in this lift can cause pain in the shoulders, elbows 

and wrists. Check out these drills from Dr. Quinn to help 

improve your Shoulder Mobility for the Squat:

As much as we would like to avoid them, injury is a nearly 

inevitable reality over the course of a long career of hard 

training and if you’re in preparation for competition, just 

taking time off isn’t a realistic option. Here are some of 

Quinn and Chad’s favorite ways to Train Around Injuries:

https://youtu.be/Sk0xwz6jNiM
https://youtu.be/zz05fJL5LlI
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Training Considerations for the Squat
Building a big squat is about creating a synergistic effort of 

the entire body, particularly the legs and back, through effi-

cient technique to lift the most weight. Due to each person’s 

unique proportions and their muscles different responses 

to training, varying weak points in your lift will likely arise 

with time. Here is some of our best advice on how you can 

assess and address these weak points for the Squat.
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The balance between leg and back strength in the squat will 

play an important role in understanding where you need 

to focus your training. In this video, Chad and Max explain 

how to effectively evaluate relative strength and weakness 

between these two key areas:

A typical problem in the Squat is the upper back rounding 

over during a maximal lift. Here is how to fix it:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/fU2gjpPcs_Y
https://youtu.be/2j-ieQ3VKio
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If you are struggling missing Squats in the very bottom 

position of the lift, this video will help:

Building on our earlier discussion of relative discrepancies 

in leg and back strength, these next two videos will give you 

more solutions to fix each problem.

https://youtu.be/w-nm8ry_C9Q
https://youtu.be/ZKQWs-GJZa4
https://youtu.be/H61P_PXUs6k
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The Juggernaut Squat Manual takes a comprehensive look 

at developing a strong and efficient squat. This manual 

focuses on all aspects of squat training from equipment, 

to mobility, technique and program design derived from 

author Chad Wesley Smith’s experience coaching 1000s of 

athletes around the world, including some of the strongest 

squatters of all-time.

https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/squat-manual-2/
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bench press
The Bench Press is likely the most popular exercise in the 

World and certainly the most universally recognized mea-

sure of strength. Great bench pressing requires excellent 

technique and sound training to build muscle, increase 

force production and hone that technique at the right time. 

Here is a collection of our most useful content regarding 

the Bench Press.
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Technique
As with the squat, we have broken our systematic approach 

to Bench Press technique into our 5-part series, Bench 

Press Pillars.

The first Bench Press Pillar addresses your foot place-

ment. A great Bench Press is a full body lift and proper Foot 

Placement and Pressure is the foundation of that:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/u-H61Lf5Xb0
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Securing a tight and stable upper back position is the focus 

of our second Bench Press Pillar and will not only maximize 

your pressing strength, it is also critical to keeping your 

shoulders healthy:

As with most of our technical recommendations, we try to 

avoid blanket suggestions because we know that there are 

different body types and strength profiles. The Bench Press 

grip is no different, the third Bench Press Pillar will explain 

how to find your best grip:

https://youtu.be/aiQseRLhtiY
https://youtu.be/R33yEXqa1FA
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The penultimate video in our Bench Press Pillars series 

deals with how to breathe during the lift and where the bar 

should touch your chest:

Finally, the fifth and final installment of Bench Press Pillars 

covers how to create leg drive during the lift and the ideal 

bar path:

https://youtu.be/BK67DFgVNno
https://youtu.be/gJH9Xn8UFFU
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The Bench Press is a much more technical lift than it would 

appear and the right cues from your coach, or to your 

athletes from you, can be the difference between PRs and 

missed lifts. Here are some of our favorite cues to improve 

Bench Press technique, what they mean and when to utilize 

them:

Training Considerations for the bench
Developing the Bench Press can be a particularly vexing 

endeavor for the female lifter as new PRs can be very hard 

to come by. There are some special considerations to make 

for female lifters which Marisa and Chad discuss here:

https://youtu.be/2NsupsFD5Ig
https://youtu.be/OGKEHUbs3CE
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Each portion of the Bench Press utilizes your muscles in 

different ways and if you are struggling in a certain area, 

we have some potential solutions for you. 

If you are weak off the chest, check this out:

Struggling through the middle of the lift? This is the video 

for you: 

https://youtu.be/BHZmfcD4kP8
https://youtu.be/ayjZeyQZH00
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Having trouble at lockout? Watch this:

The Juggernaut Bench Manual takes a comprehensive look 

at developing a strong and efficient bench press. This man-

ual focuses on all aspects of bench training from equip-

ment, to mobility, technique and program design derived 

from author Chad Wesley Smith’s experience coaching 

1000s of athletes around the world, including some of the 

strongest lifters of all-time.

https://youtu.be/EUK35KCTKgY
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/bench-manual-2/
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deadlift
The Deadlift, both Conventional and Sumo, test the most 

muscle of the Powerlifts and require strength, stability/

mobility and great technique, because of the high fatigue 

levels that Deadlift training can generate, it may require 

some special considerations when programming it within 

the context of your plan. Here is some of our best content to 

help you improve all aspects of your Deadlift training.
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technique
We have created Pillars series to systematically approach 

training for both the Conventional and Sumo Deadlift, watch 

listen and learn to improve your technique for increased 

results and more safety. 

The first Pillar to understand about Conventional Deadlift 

technique is that it is a hip hinge movement pattern, not a 

squat. Improve your hip hinging pattern to generate more 

tension through your posterior chain with this video from 

Chad and Marisa:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/cmjgmi-dPbQ
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The theme of generating tension continues in the second 

Deadlift Pillar, as we discuss how to best engage the lats 

during the lift:

We continue the very important concept of building tension 

throughout the body in the Deadlift with our third video, 

focused on Breathing and Bracing to help you lift the most 

weight possible and keep your lower back healthy while 

doing it:

https://youtu.be/t3uM9bNDOik
https://youtu.be/ta7IaiY0yH0
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Now that we have gotten into a great start position with 

tension throughout the body, the fourth Pillar focuses on 

initiating the lift from the floor with proper sequencing of 

the muscles:

Finally, we focus on the lockout of the Conventional Deadlift 

in our fifth in the Pillar series:

https://youtu.be/r6eZn6zWryg
https://youtu.be/7vGPMtmCoN8
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The Sumo Deadlift, despite what many anonymous inter-

net commenters would have you believe, isn’t cheating 

but rather is a great expression of technique, mobility and 

strength.

The first Pillar in effective Sumo Deadlift technique is find-

ing the right stance for your proportions and mobility:

https://youtu.be/D6poVPXLYus
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In our next Sumo Deadlift Pillar, Max and Kristen focus on 

how to set-up your body into the optimal pulling position:

As with the Conventional Deadlift, generating tightness 

throughout the body, particularly in the start position is of 

great importance in the Sumo Deadlift:

https://youtu.be/D3pCdHSA6xI
https://youtu.be/AS2vwdZHhe8
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One of the critical components of successful Sumo Deadlift-

ing is maintaining excellent position during the start of the 

lift, even it if means moving very slowly, to ensure that you 

are in the right position to lockout the weight:

Proper sequencing of the legs, hips and back during the 

lockout of the Sumo Deadlift is the final Pillar:

https://youtu.be/iQMmjNDtU7g
https://youtu.be/YjG54VCGDwM
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One of the best deadlifters in the World, Ben Pollack, joins 

us to share some of his favorite tips for better Deadlift 

training:

Cues can either help an athlete improve their performance 

or confuse them during its execution. We share some of our 

favorite cues for the Deadlift along with when and why to 

use them:

https://youtu.be/edBFYfRVguo
https://youtu.be/1WE--Sstlb0
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mobility
Improving your mobility, particularly in your ankles, hips 

and lats will ensure that you are able to move through the 

best positions possible during your Deadlift. Also, practicing 

good breathing and bracing patterns during your warmup 

will help ensure that you continue these good habits under 

heavier loads. Dr. Quinn Henoch breaks down some ways to 

Maximize Your Deadlift Warmup in this video:

Training Considerations for the Deadlift
Each portion of the Deadlift relies more heavily on different 

musculature. While one lifter may struggle to get the bar 

moving but lock it out easily, other lifters will be very fast 

off the floor but find the last few inches of a lift extremely 

challenging. Our Addressing Weak Point series is aimed at 

helping you understand why you may struggle with a spe-

cific portion of the lift and create a strategy to correct the 

issue.

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/Mr5HfNmAq2E
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Struggling from the Floor? Watch this:

Missing lifts slightly below or above your knees? This will 

help:

https://youtu.be/ERUL4Tr9TNQ
https://youtu.be/ro_MygKMBvg
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The Juggernaut Deadlift Manual takes a comprehensive 

look at developing a powerful and safe deadlift for both 

the conventional and sumo puller. This manual focuses on 

all aspects of deadlift training from equipment, to mobility, 

technique and program design derived from author Chad 

Wesley Smith’s experience coaching 1000s of athletes 

around the world, including 7 800+ pound pullers.

Having trouble at lockout? Here you go:

https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/deadlift-manual/
https://youtu.be/WOe2t40YPJc
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Training and Competition Highlights
The Juggernaut Training Systems YouTube began in 2007 

as just Chad’s personal channel (CWSmith52) to showcase 

his own training for his collegiate Shot Put career, as well 

as highlighting his work with his high school alma mater’s 

Football team. Since then, it has seen the founding of Jug-

gernaut in 2009 and been able to showcase some of the 

strongest training and competing in the Powerlifting world. 

Here are some of our favorite moments from training and 

competition for Powerlifting with our athletes. 

Interested in competing yourself but not sure where to 

start? Check out our Guide to Your 1st Powerlifting Meet:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/OwKdXEnbSmU
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Chad started his Powerlifting career off with a bang, total-

ling 1962# wearing Nike Frees in October 2010:

One of Chad’s most popular feats of strength was this 

500x22 Squat during an exhibition at a local CrossFit com-

petition:

https://youtu.be/zjgztQHt7X4
https://youtu.be/eBhp7VcXvVY
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Chad first broke the 2300# total barrier with this 

1050kg/2314# Total in Sydney, Australia:

Chad put on a show for the Arnold Sports Festival crowd 

with these pyramid sets in the Squat and Deadlift up to 

700# back to back:

https://youtu.be/ujTwRe6aK28
https://youtu.be/9npa1FUq3t8
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Chad continued his strength exhibition with this 2000# total 

in just 37 seconds during a charity event at Metroflex-Long 

Beach:

Kristen Dunsmore breaks the American Record in the Squat 

at her first meet after a nearly two year layoff due to a back 

injury:

https://youtu.be/9npa1FUq3t8
https://youtu.be/3EyN_4qLjpM
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Chad goes into rare territory, squatting 400kg/881# for 2 

reps in sleeves:

Athletes from Barbell Brigade including Steve Gentili, Tee 

Popoola and Adam Rodriguez train hard under the watch-

ful eye of their coach, Chad Wesley Smith PLUS one of the 

greatest video intros of all-time:

https://youtu.be/SLkXdlUIW24
https://youtu.be/Ufj2dXJMaXc
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Chad sets his PR of 1055kg/2325# while competing at Pro 

Raw in Melbourne, Australia:

Four of Chad’s lifters, Brandon Allen, Andy Huang, Steve 

Gentili and Tee Popoola smash their PRs at the 2017 LA Fit 

Expo:

https://youtu.be/hqptmC5E3bQ
https://youtu.be/9wlYq4j469Y
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Marisa had her greatest performance to date at the 2017 

Arnold where she went 9/9 setting a new All-Time Total 

World Record in the 52kg/114# class:

Chad coaches Andy Huang and Mason Cervantes through a 

heavy squat training session:

https://youtu.be/bGxkLx20Olw
https://youtu.be/pwPHo2xoWTM
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Marisa secures the IPF World Championship while com-

peting in Minsk, Belarus in an incredible come from behind 

victory:

Marisa and Kristen go through a heavy squat training ses-

sion with Coach Chad as they prepare for USAPL Nationals:

https://youtu.be/Z8fbNppIGAE
https://youtu.be/T3ZsN33CgG0
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Team Juggernaut’s lifters have a great performance at 

2017 USAPL Raw Nationals:

Team Juggernaut puts up great numbers at the 2018 Ar-

nold in the Grand Prix, Pro American and Raw Challenge:

https://youtu.be/KmnJKM7UfaA
https://youtu.be/8OsnkAC-wM4
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Marisa Inda and Jo Ann Aita compete at 2018 IPF Worlds in 

Calgary, Canada:

Team Juggernaut athletes Marisa Inda, Meghan Scanlon, 

Maddy Forberg, Jo Ann Aita and Kristen Dunsmore go 

through a heavy squat training session with their coaches 

Chad Wesley Smith and Max Aita:

https://youtu.be/3jaFPz2F3BM
https://youtu.be/PwMQ4hvzexI
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Team Juggernaut dominates at 2018 USAPL Raw Nationals, 

winning 3 Open Class Championships:

Juggernaut Training focuses on teaching you how to prac-

tically apply scientific programming principles to your and 

your athletes training. Also, improve your mindset towards 

training and competition, as well as learning how to create 

sustainable and long term training plans to develop the 

best athletes and lifters possible. This book is a reflection of 

Chad’s training, competing, coaching and learning over the 

last 5 years.

https://youtu.be/EjQgqFvQvUc
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Program Design
One of our primary focuses when creating content is to 

equip our viewers with the tools they need to take control 

of their own training. We want you to understand the prin-

ciples that govern effective training so that you can create 

this type of training for yourself and your athletes, now and 

for decades to come. We aim to be descriptive, rather than 

prescriptive, when explaining training and want to look at 

programs through an objective lens to understand what is 

useful and what can be discarded. 

When aiming to understand what all effective programs 

have in common, we suggest you start with our Scientific 

Principles of Strength Training series. This series is when 

our channel really began to create its reputation for top 

notch content and as you can see through the evolution of 

the series, where our production value began to really take 

off as well. 

The Principle of Specificity creates a framework in which 

all other training decisions are made, you must understand 

what implications this has to your training plan’s design: 

https://youtu.be/k7_kCLHOl_0
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The Principle of Overload dictates that training must be 

stimulating enough to drive adaptation and become more 

challenging over time. Chad explains the implications of this 

here:

With hard training comes fatigue and our video on The Prin-

ciple of Fatigue Management will help you understand how 

to assess this fatigue and strategic ways to deal with it to 

keep your training on course:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/gqF8EoDMSGo
https://youtu.be/DPZtjXYNkm0
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The Principle of Stimulus Recovery Adaptation is key to 

understanding how to structure your training with optimal 

frequency and how different physical qualities interact with 

each other:

While Specificity is king, strategic use of The Principle of 

Variation will help you train harder and injury free for lon-

ger:

https://youtu.be/-iV1N4gjGoA
https://youtu.be/VGaiCNbZocE
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The Principle of Phase Potentiation will help you strategi-

cally sequence your training for maximum results on meet 

day and over the course of your career:

Finally, the Principle of Individual Differences will help you 

understand that while satisfying the former principles is 

most important, the magnitude of the implementation will 

depend on a number of individualized factors:

https://youtu.be/iAjgTcBJXLU
https://youtu.be/5Yj6sDg-Pec
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Checking in at nearly 400 pages, Scientific Principles is 

co-authored by Dr. Mike Israetel (author of The Renaissance 

Diet), Dr. James Hoffmann (Exercise Science Professor at 

Temple University) and Chad Wesley Smith (Top 10 Raw 

Powerlifter of All-Time). This trio of authors has given 

Scientific Principles a unique combination of scientific and 

practical knowledge, not found in any other text.

https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/scientific-principles-of-strength-training/
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Being able to assess programming based on The Scientific 

Principles of Strength Training will help you better under-

stand why something is working well for you or where 

something may be falling short of helping you reach your 

goals. 

In our most popular programming critique video, Chad and 

Dr. Mike Israetel go principle by principle through a review 

of the infamous Westside Barbell Methods:

In an effort to be as transparent as possible, Chad turns the 

mirror on himself and evaluates The Juggernaut Method:

https://youtu.be/eXxwK7MYr30
https://youtu.be/4msH6f0McWs
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Max Aita had the unique opportunity to train under legend-

ary Russian coach, Boris Sheiko, he reflects on the good 

and bad of this training here:

One of the primary tenets of our programming recommen-

dations is to establish and follow certain Volume Land-

marks, most notably is Maximum Recoverable Volume 

(MRV). In this video, Chad shows you a systematic process 

to assess any athlete’s MRV:

https://youtu.be/UxYyKkSts9I
https://youtu.be/aH0GzNDWW-E
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Knowing how much volume you should perform in your 

training is very important, once you’ve established this, you 

need to decide how to split that volume up over the course 

of a microcycle. Chad helps you with this process in Finding 

Your Frequency:

Finally, armed with the knowledge of how much training 

to do and when to do it, we must decide how much ener-

gy each athlete should dedicate towards different goals, 

namely Hypertrophy, Strength and Peaking:

https://youtu.be/sryoRBvoYn4
https://youtu.be/WdCJSM6ZoA8
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We have been tirelessly working on what is undoubtedly the 

best and most advanced Powerlifting coaching program in 

existence. The Juggernaut Artificial Intelligence Coaching 

program, powered by SkyNet (patent pending), will take 

Chad Wesley Smith’s coaching logic and design a program 

totally individualized for you.

https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/powerlifting/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVSBZU-JZKo
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As athletes become stronger and more capable of gener-

ating fatigue through their training, more creativity may 

be needed to manage fatigue. Chad describes two ways he 

likes to do this with his athletes by using Undulating Period-

ization Strategies:

Two critical components of training to understand for long 

term success are Directed Adaptation and Adaptive Resis-

tance, these concepts work with and against each other. 

Chad describes what they are and how to manage them 

here:

https://youtu.be/LbmCDI_EHKY
https://youtu.be/j-INLnYjI84
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One of the keys to both short and long term success is 

strategic selection and progression of your weights during 

training. Chad and Max give some tips to help you pick 

weights to keep driving your progress without burning you 

out:

So much of the information presented online for lifters, is 

the training of advanced athletes but most of the consum-

ers of this information are beginners. Chad describes how 

to Adjust Training from Beginner to Advanced here:

https://youtu.be/peu_NQ23FdM
https://youtu.be/BAlyC-Dgdl0
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All this theory about training program design is great, but 

I’m sure you want to see some examples of effective set 

and rep schemes. Get on the whiteboard with Chad as he 

breaks down set by set, rep by rep and week by week…

How To Create A Strength Block:

Designing A Peaking Block:

https://youtu.be/eBIInwyXIfA
https://youtu.be/onpnlCNGzlA
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Marisa Inda’s World Record Program:

Checking in at over 200 information packed pages, The 

Powerlifting Program Design Manual, will equip you with 

the knowledge you need to not only create an effective 

program but to keep adjusting and developing programs 

for all types of lifters for a lifetime of training. Also included 

with The Powerlifting Program Design Manual is video of 

Chad’s 90 minute presentation, Individualizing Powerlifting 

Training, from the 2018 Juggernaut Performance Summit 

in Long Island, NY.

https://youtu.be/PasU4ECfRAY
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/the-powerlifting-program-design-manual/
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weightlifTing
Juggernaut was created as a Sport Performance training 

entity and from there grew in the Powerlifting arena as 

Chad began competing. Eventually we knew realized that 

the Weightlifting community also needed access to better 

information and added Max Aita to our staff in 2016. Since 

Max has become Head Weightlifting Coach of Team Jugger-

naut he has produced 1 World Team Member, 3 American 

Record Holders, 3 National Champions, 13 National Med-

alists, 7 American Open Champions, 16 American Open 

Medalists, 4 Masters World Games Champions and 8 Mas-

ters National Champions. Max has also helped us provide 

valuable content for the Weightlifting community regarding 

technique and strength development. Enjoy some of our 

favorite Weightlifting content.
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snatch
The Snatch is regarded as one of the most technical and 

explosive movements in all of sports. Mastering it is a com-

bination of technique, mobility, strength, speed and coordi-

nation. Here are some of our most useful videos in regards 

to its development.

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch
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technique
If you are totally new to the Snatch, we suggest you start 

with this Beginner’s Guide to the Snatch before moving on 

to some of our more in-depth content: 

If you have some experience with the lift and are needing to 

refine things more precisely, our Snatch Pillars series will 

break down the technique into five key components. 

In the first Snatch Pillar, Max Aita explains how to find the 

right start position for your body:

https://youtu.be/n2t9xkKzATU
https://youtu.be/nkdcfgqq9Rk
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The first pull of the Snatch or the pull to the hip is a critical 

component of technique, a mistake here will doom your lift 

almost before it has begun:

When the bar meets the hip, the athlete’s ability to explode 

upward and impart vertical force on the bar is critical. Max 

Aita and Alyssa Ritchey show you how we do it:

https://youtu.be/0yl04Yw-ZEc
https://youtu.be/Ku8PCoSvs-I
https://youtu.be/Ku8PCoSvs-I
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Turning the bar over quickly, in the right trajectory is critical 

to making heavy snatches:

Max Aita and Alyssa Ritchey conclude our Pillars of Snatch 

Technique series with #5 The Catch:

https://youtu.be/F9f3vCCxSyw
https://youtu.be/xrbJWrvVw4U
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A particularly critical but misunderstood aspect of tech-

nique in the Snatch, is the concept of Staying Over the Bar. 

Max takes a deeper dive into this concept, what it is, why its 

important and how to achieve it:

The right cues can help a technical concept click for your 

athletes but the wrong cue or the wrong application can 

have them thinking too much when they need to be doing. 

Max shares some of his favorite cues for the Snatch and 

when/why to use them:

https://youtu.be/f4G0vxhSqpg
https://youtu.be/cvQOTyF46-s
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mobility
The Overhead Squat position demands mobility, strength 

and stability throughout the entire body. Without the ability 

to achieve a good position here, a good Snatch will be near-

ly impossible. Dr. Quinn Henoch shares some strategies to 

improve your Overhead Squat Movement:

The Beginner’s Guide to Weightlifting was created to pro-

vide a comprehensive tutorial for people looking to begin 

their journey into weightlifting.

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/F1smC539je4
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/beginners-guide-to-weightlifting/
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clean & Jerk
The Clean & Jerk combines tremendous strength and 

power, along with precise technique and balance in the jerk. 

Here is some of our most valuable content to improve this 

exercise. 

technique
New to the Clean & Jerk? Start with this Beginner’s Guide to 

make sure you’ve got the basic concepts down:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/IcCGLoNqN2U
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Once you’ve got the basics of the Clean down, you’re ready 

to move onto our Clean Pillars series. 

The first step to a successful Clean is the right start posi-

tion:

The initial pull of the Clean requires great strength, tech-

nique and patience:

https://youtu.be/m2eDZ2qIfvY
https://youtu.be/wiA9dASHchM
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The explosion from the hips is critical to impart height to 

the bar while keeping it close to your body for a successful 

lift:

Turning the bar over with quick elbows and tension 

throughout the body is critical to a successful clean. The 

Turnover is the focus of this Clean Pillar with Max Aita and 

Alyssa Ritchey:

https://youtu.be/f56jPtde4WM
https://youtu.be/6Vlhuq3diJM
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Catching the bar in the right place in your front rack is key 

to a made lift and the ability to stand the bar up confidently 

to prepare you for a big jerk:

Of course, a key aspect of the Clean is the ability to stand 

up with a heavy weight, if you’re struggling with that, refer 

back to our Front Squat Pillars series (CLICK HERE)

A common problem that can make it much harder to stand 

with heavy weight is allowing the bar to crash on you 

during the catch. To correct this, check out Max’s in-depth 

look at Receiving the Bar:

https://youtu.be/UFB96tBVp1A
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL1rSl6Pd49InJ9GwqKFkUmc52TBUexBxy
https://youtu.be/_Jty85yA6Ak
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The right cue from a coach can help make your technique 

click. Max shares some of his favorite cues for the Clean 

and when you want to use them:

The Jerk is the most missed lift in Weightlifting requiring 

strength, speed, balance and precise technique. 

The right start position is a must if you want to make a 

heavy Jerk:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0Z5zxSkXwk
https://youtu.be/P3yakB2mDak
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Finding the right balance in your foot during the Dip phase 

of The Jerk is critical to keeping the proper body angle and 

being able to drive the bar overhead for a successful lift:

Drive the bar high and straight with these tips from Max 

Aita:

https://youtu.be/_DmDjX10E7g
https://youtu.be/BPnVGb5-k7o
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Find a stable and consistent split position to receive your 

Jerk: 

Max concludes the Jerk Pillars series with a tutorial on the 

Catch and Recovery portions of the lift:

https://youtu.be/uq7329dxLHU
https://youtu.be/3DFVYHRRxgE
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Still struggling with your Jerk technique? One of Max’s fa-

vorite coaching cues could be just what you need to help a 

technical concept make sense:

mobility
The ability to achieve a good Front Rack position is a must 

if you are going to make heavy Clean & Jerks. Dr. Quinn 

Henoch and Masters National Champion/American Record 

Holder Kristi Brewer join us to show you a simple but effec-

tive way to improve this key position:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MCIhq82UMRE&t=1s
https://youtu.be/UDLrAbTpjUg
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Training Highlights and Competitions
Team Juggernaut has some of the most successful Weight-

lifters in the country. Our lifters are spread across the US, 

all remotely coached by Max Aita. It takes an athlete with 

special motivation and discipline to succeed in this situ-

ation. Here are some highlights from our Team Training 

Camps, National level and International Competitions. 

Our team had a great time training for a week in Park City/

Salt Lake City, UT. Check out some big lifts and fun times:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/IdWiRZt3ESQ
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One of the highlights of the 2017 American Open was Qui-

ana Welch breaking the American Record in the Snatch in 

the 75kg class:

Alyssa Ritchey competed at her first World Championships 

in Anaheim in 2017:

https://youtu.be/zT1QEkvnQ3Q
https://youtu.be/1MMz-Xtgyno
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Join Alexandra LaChance and Quiana Welch for a heavy 

training session at Black Iron Gym:

The team had a great performance at the 2018 Arnold with 

3 athletes competing in the Pan-Am Qualifier session:

https://youtu.be/H-MjadAjNuU
https://youtu.be/zXeqgko-pfU
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In April 2018, our team converged on the Bay Area for a 

training camp at various gyms, including the awesome Uni-

versity of California Human Performance Center:

Take a raw look at a heavy training session for the team at 

Max’s Gym:

https://youtu.be/djlSf2aEmxs
https://youtu.be/BajmOtdWwnk
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Alyssa Ritchey, Quiana Welch and Kristi Brewer training 

hard together in Oakland, CA:

Alyssa had an outstanding performance at the 2018 Ameri-

can Open Championships where she made this huge 105kg 

Clean & Jerk in the 49kg class:

https://youtu.be/ZV9OJ4rysec
https://youtu.be/4p5EJrwsvG4
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Alyssa continued her march toward the 2020 Olympics 

with a record setting performance in winning the 2019 Pan 

Am Championship, setting multiple American and Pan Am 

Records in the process:

Are you interested in competing in Weightlifting but not sure 

where to start? Check out our Guide to Your 1st Weightlift-

ing Meet:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lA0u8uUR-rQ&t=1s
https://youtu.be/rSApowLpTxY
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The Weightlifting Technique Triad is the first book by Jug-

gernaut Head Weightlifting Coach Max Aita. WTT focuses on 

creating an objective look at weightlifting technique and the 

ability to effectively analyze this technique so that you can 

effectively select exercises to turn your weaknesses into 

strengths.

Technical Development
Great Weightlifting Technique is a beautiful expression of 

strength, speed, timing, coordination and mobility. There are 

many different schools of thought about technique for the 

lifts that inspire heated debates from athletes and coach-

es. Max has developed an incredible and objective way to 

assess technical efficiency in the lifts and from that, better 

understand where an athlete is lacking and how to sys-

tematically address their shortcomings. Learn about The 

Weightlifting Technique Triad…

https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/weightlifting-technique-triad/
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Get an overview of the concept of the Weightlifting Tech-

nique Triad:

Developing Bar Height is one third of efficient technique in 

the Weightlifting Technique Triad:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/byLNTAegRLo
https://youtu.be/sYHhlvyQFMs
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Time to Fixation or the speed and timing you get under the 

bar with is the next key component to Weightlifting Tech-

nique:

Finally, Barbell Trajectory is the third component of the Tri-

ad that will lead to successful lifts:

https://youtu.be/v6rxO_yo2M4
https://youtu.be/I3mEAt8bFgg
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There are many areas in which problems can arise in a lift-

ers technique, in our Weightlifting Troubleshooting series, 

Max looks at some of the most common issues through the 

lens of The Weightlifting Technique Triad and prescribes 

strategies to fix each problem. 

Are you able to do more in the Power variations of the 

Snatch and Clean than you can in the full lifts? Max Aita 

shows you the cause of this issue and how to solve it:

Is the bar crashing down on your shoulders in the clean, 

making it very hard to stand up and prepare for the jerk? 

Max Aita has some solutions for you:

https://youtu.be/X29iE-jYYSo
https://youtu.be/-810VTmwgg4
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Is the bar hitting or dragging up your shins during your 

lifts? Max Aita helps you fix that problem:

Are you pushing your jerks out if front of you and having to 

chase them to the front of the platform? This will help:

https://youtu.be/Zje4OT8QF5A
https://youtu.be/WrwUEjwsatA
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Struggling with soft elbows or elbow re-bend in your lock-

outs? Max Aita is here to show you why it’s happening and 

how to fix it:

If your legs are strong but you are failing to accelerate the 

bar from your hip, check this out:

https://youtu.be/bu1clbcUzU4
https://youtu.be/L184EnXCGdg
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Elbows contacting the knees during the catch of a clean can 

be very dangerous to a lifter, as well as being illegal. Here is 

how to fix this problem:

If your hips rise too fast compared to your shoulders in the 

Snatch and Clean you will struggle with a host of technique 

issues:

https://youtu.be/pBXGBN0HC1k
https://youtu.be/u8tta9dST_w
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A very common issue seen amongst lifters is jumping for-

ward during the Snatch or Clean. Learn why it happens and 

how to fix it here:

If you have a very strong squat but are lacking the ability to 

accelerate the bar in the squat, here is how to fix it:

https://youtu.be/FbW4Cjo8sBw
https://youtu.be/kPMJAP4M4rw
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Weightlifting Online Coaching

A variety of programs are available to improve your Snatch 

and Clean & Jerk results aimed at benefitting the compet-

itive weightlifter, Masters athlete or as a supplement to 

functional fitness training.

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE

https://www.jtsstrength.com/online-coaching/weightlifting/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/coaches/max-aita/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/coaches/anthony-pomponio/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/online-coaching/weightlifting/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/online-coaching/weightlifting/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/online-coaching/weightlifting/
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Program Design Considerations
Designing an effective Weightlifting program is a unique 

challenge as you must strike a fine balance between devel-

oping Strength, Speed and Technique. Max Aita has helped 

us create tons of valuable content to understand how 

to create better Weightlifting programs. Understand the 

principles that guide effective programming and see more 

practical examples of what that programming can look like. 

The Principle of Specificity explains what the underly-

ing systems of success in Weightlifting are and creates a 

framework to guide your program design:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/vENxdeS7T1g
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How heavy should you train? How much volume do you 

need? Max Aita covers that and more in his discussion of 

the Principle of Overload, as it applies to Weightlifting:

Training hard is important but being able to effectively 

recover from that training is equally important. Max Aita 

discusses the Principle of Fatigue Management:

https://youtu.be/Fml6aShTA4w
https://youtu.be/iWtWrrW9BIc
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The Principle of Stimulus, Recovery, Adaptation (SRA) will 

help inform you how to find your optimal training frequency:

The Principle of Variation, when properly applied, will help 

an athlete avoid staleness, adaptive resistance and injury, 

without interfering with directed adaptation:

https://youtu.be/HCMVZVFMw-Q
https://youtu.be/MhSXk3Wl_B4
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Properly applied Phase Potentiation increases an athlete’s 

long term abilities through strategic sequencing of training 

which allows subsequent phases to take advantage of the 

previously trained qualities:

Max Aita concludes out Scientific Principles of Weightlifting 

series focusing on Individual Differences and how to ad-

just the magnitudes of the principles based on each lifters 

unique needs:

https://youtu.be/CvG-orWbwDc
https://youtu.be/1S5OuvLWovA
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Understanding the principles and theory behind a well or-

ganized training plan is important but we know you want to 

see more practical examples as well. 

Max Aita takes a deep dive into his process of organizing 

training for the Team Juggernaut Weightlifters. This install-

ment focuses on planning the athletes training over the 

long term and establishing a phasic structure for sustained 

success:

Max Aita continues his discussion of the process of orga-

nizing training for the Team Juggernaut Weightlifters. This 

is Part 2 in the series and focuses on how exercises are 

selected and sequenced based on a lifter’s needs: 

https://youtu.be/9z9w6VJnlhQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ki54WKQ9N34&t=3s
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Max Aita concludes his discussion of the process of orga-

nizing training for the Team Juggernaut Weightlifters. This 

is Part 3 in the series and discusses how intensity and vol-

ume are assigned and managed for different lifters:

A big squat is coveted by Weightlifters across the World but 

succeed in the classic lifts requires leg strength that goes 

beyond just a strong squat:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nVrtPIqoGAo&t=1s
https://youtu.be/Da-hFrX01_g
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Max continues his discussion of Developing Leg Strength 

for Weightlifting with a look at his favorite methods and 

means:

Much attention is given to the specific training of the Snatch 

and Clean & Jerk, as well as Squats but General Training is 

also an important facet of long term success:

https://youtu.be/R1vOedZA8uk
https://youtu.be/uYvUx56WFeM
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Juggernaut has been particularly successful in helping the 

ever growing demographic of Masters Weightlifters. Max 

and multiple time Masters National Champion Jo Ann Aita 

discuss some specific considerations for older athletes:

Max had the unique opportunity to train under the most 

notorious Weightlifting coach of all-time in Ivan Abadjiev. He 

and Chad take a Principle by Principle look at the utility of 

the Bulgarian/Squat Everyday type of training:

https://youtu.be/34Zj3lem3fQ
https://youtu.be/rL5XEqyEGpU
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Strength Development for Weightlifting lays out a system of 

athlete assessment to help you build strength in the neces-

sary areas for weightlifting while allowing you to balance 

training for technique and speed.

Optimizing strength for weightlifting is more than just hav-

ing the biggest squat or push press, it must happen within 

the context of the greater plan. Team Juggernaut Weight-

lifting Coach Max Aita has produced more Senior National 

Medalists than any other coach since 2016 and the strate-

gies laid out in Strength Development for Weightlifting will 

help you create a principal based strength training plan to 

improve your and your lifters’ strength.

Things you’ll learn in this book…

- Scientific Principles of Weightlifting
- Absolute Versus Explosive Strength and How to Define    
  Them
- Correctly Planning Intensity, Volume & Frequency
- Which Exercises Should You Be Using?
- Structure of the Training Process
- How to Construct Your Training Cycle

https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/strength-development-for-weightlifting-2/
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SuperTotal
The SuperTotal is a combination of all three Powerlifts 

(Squat, Bench and Deadlift) along with the two Olympic 

Weightlifting movements (Snatch and Clean & Jerk). Train-

ing for simultaneous success in all of these movements 

requires a program that is cleverly constructed to allow for 

strength development while also building speed, mobility 

and technique. Juggernaut’s Max Aita is uniquely qualified 

to prepare athletes in both of these sports, as he is the only 

coach in history to develop both USAPL and USAW National 

Champions, as well as American Record holders in both 

Powerlifting and Weightlifting, plus Senior World Team 

competitors in both sports. Here is some of our best con-

tent on the topic of developing the SuperTotal. 

To begin to understand what will go into a great SuperTotal, 

you must first understand the similarities and differences 

in Powerlifting and Weightlifting:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/mUcMfK1YiJc
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Take an in-depth dive into all things SuperTotal Training:

At the 2019 Arnold Sports Festival, USAPL National Cham-

pion and American Record holding powerlifter Meg Scanlon 

competed one day in Weightlifting where she qualified for 

USAW Nationals and another day she set PRs across the 

board in Powerlifting:

https://youtu.be/2BbOqj3CEXM
https://youtu.be/e0QCTTzqeTc
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Online Coaching

Improving Powerlifting and Weightlifting results within the 

same program takes a unique blend of strength, speed and 

technical qualities and our SuperTotal programs are un-

matched in this regard.

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE

https://www.jtsstrength.com/online-coaching/supertotal/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/online-coaching/supertotal/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/online-coaching/supertotal/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/online-coaching/supertotal/
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mobility
Whether you are a Powerlifter, Weightlifter, Strongman, 

any other kind of athlete or just trying to look and feel your 

best, improving your movement will benefit you. Dr. Quinn 

Henoch of ClinicalAthlete.com has been a long time contrib-

utor to Juggernaut and has helped so many of our athletes 

rehab from injuries and improve their performance. Check 

out some of our best content regarding Mobility and Move-

ment. 

Let’s lead things off with a behind the scenes look at a ses-

sion Dr. Quinn lead our Weightlifters through to help them 

better understand the relationship between Mobility and 

Stability:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/XA1lcFpHV40
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What Is Tightness?

And explains Why Stretching Isn’t the Answer:

So much attention is placed on Mobility, while Stability 

doesn’t quite get as much attention but in this 2 part series, 

Dr. Quinn answers the important question…

https://youtu.be/yiVUpkooKzM
https://youtu.be/cY8ne3qPUL0
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There are many methods and modalities that are popular 

in the training world to improve mobility but many of them 

aren’t backed by research. Dr. Quinn’s Mobility Myths series 

aims to show you what the reality is behind some of these 

issues:

Mobility Myths Butt Wink:

Mobility Myths Scapular Winging:

https://youtu.be/Db6tIH35-R8
https://youtu.be/2z2rMKk-CfY
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Mobility Myths Foam Rolling:

Mobility Myths Static Stretching:

https://youtu.be/Vthkcq_1D1M
https://youtu.be/pgL8GkzpNsw
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Sciatica can be a debilitating issue that derails your training 

and general quality of life. Marisa Inda dealt with Sciatica 

after winning the 2017 IPF World Championship and in this 

video, she and Dr. Quinn explain what can cause this issue 

and how to deal with it:

Quinn has been a guest several times on The JuggLife Pod-

cast, here is one of our favorite episodes with him:

https://youtu.be/6QX5uzdp7iA
https://youtu.be/SueNUnoWYjo
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The Beginner’s Guide to Powerlifting was created to pro-

vide a comprehensive tutorial for people looking to begin 

their journey into powerlifting. We want to take alleviate the 

intimidation and confusion that may be holding you back 

from beginning your training. The Beginner’s Guide to Pow-

erlifting provides all the necessary guidance for someone 

who is new to strength training to begin Powerlifting on the 

right foot.

Included in The Beginner’s Guide to Powerlifting are:

- Warmup Tutorials to help your specific mobility for Power

   lifting

- In Depth Technique Tutorials for the Squat, Bench Press,  

   Deadlift and Sumo Deadlift

- Troubleshooting Tips for Common Technique Mistakes

- 12 Week, 3x/week Training Plan with Accompanying Video 

   Demo/Tutorial for Every Exercise and Every Session

- Access to a private Beginner’s Guide to Powerlifting Face\

   book Group to help you along your Pursuit of Strength

https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/beginners-guide-to-powerlifting/
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Building Muscle
Most people’s first reason for lifting weights is to build 

muscle. Whether you saw an Arnold Schwarzenegger mov-

ie and got inspired or just wanted to be bigger and stronger, 

building muscle is the goal for many. Dr. Mike Israetel has 

created tons of great content for Juggernaut and here are 

some of his greatest hits in regards to Building Muscle. 

Let’s set the stage with a great episode of The JuggLife 

Podcast in which Mike joins Chad and Max to discuss Scien-

tific Muscle Building:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/ZEJe4IsW7HA
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There is a lot of information around the internet regarding 

how to best build muscle, some good information and some 

myths. In the following series, Dr. Mike debunks some of the 

most persistent myths regarding muscle building. 

Myth of Bro Splits:

Myth of Partial ROM:

https://youtu.be/R7b5hOWfwdc
https://youtu.be/xX_23i4t1v8
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Myth Magic Exercises:

Myth of Cheat Reps:

Dr. Mike has helped popularize the concept of Volume Land-

marks such as Minimum Effective Volume and Maximum 

Recoverable Volume into the training lexicon. In our Hyper-

trophy Guide series he goes bodypart by bodypart to help 

you understand best practices of volume, intensity, period-

ization and exercise selection in regards to building muscle.

https://youtu.be/sBiIms4lOHc
https://youtu.be/xC0QUt5trS4
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hypertrophy guides Chest:

Hypertrophy Guide Back:

Hypertrophy Guide Triceps:

https://youtu.be/vo1pWGX-Td4
https://youtu.be/QrXh8BsAa9o
https://youtu.be/Rzd7OUaITzs
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Hypertrophy Guide Biceps:

Hypertrophy Guide Rear Delts:

Hypertrophy Guide Front Delts:

https://youtu.be/k8wMzeKn14s
https://youtu.be/L5QixcL5uL4
https://youtu.be/K934AW5p8x4
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Hypertrophy Guide Traps:

Hypertrophy Guide Quads:

Hypertrophy Guide Hamstrings:

https://youtu.be/SwKXqFdQ59c
https://youtu.be/sOulQsTimB8
https://youtu.be/twz7KLIypzo
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Hypertrophy Guide Calves:

Hypertrophy Guide Glutes:

Hypertrophy Guide Abs:

https://youtu.be/ISePfnmknYY
https://youtu.be/sEDgE6Wh1U0
https://youtu.be/3J4ZStmJuWQ
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Looking to pack on muscle, sculpting an aesthetic physique 

with strength to match? Juggernaut’s revolutionary A.I. 

Coaching system now has a Powerbuilding plan to com-

pliment our popular Powerlifting training. Juggernaut A.I. 

Powerbuilding powered by SkyNet (patent pending) will de-

velop strength in the Squat, Bench and Deadlift while also 

emphasizing adding muscle and building a balanced and 

powerful physique.

https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/powerbuilding-a-i/
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Sport Performance
Improving your performance in a specific sport requires 

understanding the unique demands of that sport and being 

able to construct a training plan that balances sometimes 

opposing demands against each other. Sport skill, strength, 

speed, power and conditioning qualities are all needed to 

maximize sport success and with our best Sport Perfor-

mance content, you will better learn how to develop them 

all. 

What do athletes need to focus on to succeed? Understand-

ing the movement and energetic demands of different 

sports and different players within those sports is critical to 

maximizing the effectiveness of their training:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/aJmjofVKNWo
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Speed and Power qualities are likely the most important 

abilities for an athlete to develop for sporting success:

Which exercises are best to improve sport performance? 

Understand how to classify and select exercises specific to 

your sporting goals:

https://youtu.be/X0HbG9r2b8A
https://youtu.be/brPZoBC6abY
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Develop the right energy systems in the most efficient ways 

to help your athletes improve their performance:

To conclude our Sport Performance Pillars series we talk 

about how to structure these different training modalities 

within a training week, mesocycle and annual plan:

https://youtu.be/qFKThY7PwfA
https://youtu.be/hExl1YXRMNs
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Many coaches work with Youth Athletes and when you are 

given the opportunity to influence a young athletes career, 

doing so the right way is extremely important. 

Dr. Mike Israetel discusses the issues with Early Specializa-

tion for young athletes:

In this episode of The JuggLife Podcast, Chad and Max dis-

cuss strategies to help athletes maximize their long term 

training success:

https://youtu.be/xP8LtN0gjdg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8EPMQ2jeMqY&t=836s
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Interested in Becoming A College Strength Coach? Univer-

sity of California Director of Strength & Conditioning Mike 

Balasquez shares some advice:

We have been tirelessly working on what is undoubtedly the 

best and most advanced Powerlifting coaching program in 

existence. The Juggernaut Artificial Intelligence Coaching 

program, powered by SkyNet (patent pending), will take 

Chad Wesley Smith’s coaching logic and design a program 

totally individualized for you.

https://youtu.be/ctixzRsIzH0
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/powerlifting/
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Nutrition and Recovery
Training hard in a well structured plan is very important but 

if you aren’t fueling your body properly and paying atten-

tion to your recovery, getting the results you’re after will 

be nearly impossible. We’ve put together some of our best 

content regarding Nutrition and Recovery to help you reach 

your goals. 

Some recovery methods are better than others, some are 

more well suited for different situations. Dr. James Hoff-

mann oultines all the important concepts to understand 

regarding Recovery Adaptive Strategies:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/Na5ERTBpVqY
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In regards to Nutrition to fuel performance, Calories should 

be your #1 Priority:

There is much debate about Protein, how much do you need 

and what kinds are best:

https://youtu.be/SoKlyYzK5n0
https://youtu.be/uhVAdRQi_o4
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The hardest training requires the right fuel, Carbs The 

Training Fuel:

Supplements get a lot of attention in regards to nutrition 

but What Supplements Work?

https://youtu.be/_wh-rMf5CCM
https://youtu.be/H-aFdYmg_Ns
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The Keto Diet has become wildly popular in the last few 

years, but is it right for athletic performance?

The best designed training plans will have different phases 

dedicated to different goals, and so should the diets to com-

pliment them:

https://youtu.be/gbeMZXrbgPg
https://youtu.be/ifNJ0pZpmx0
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While it may be tempting to cut a lot of weight, it can pres-

ent problems if you try Losing All Your Weight At Once:

How bad is sugar for you really? Dr. Mike Israetel and Nick 

Shaw of Renaissance Periodization tell us:

https://youtu.be/tVPlPM0d7eQ
https://youtu.be/OIIx_kqdP8E
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What You’ll Get

- A comprehensive 229 page guide on how much to eat, 

  what to eat and when to eat it, to maximize your

  performance and improve your physique.

- Authored by an expert team of PhDs, Registered Dietitians, 

  researchers and elite competitive athletes.

- Your ultimate guide to learning how to more effectively 

  and efficiently fuel your body for improved performance 

  and how to structure diet phases to improve your

  physique.

- Experts take the guesswork out of your nutrition so you 

  can start reaching your goals now.

- Special section on competition dieting, water weight cuts 

  and periodized strategies to help you use nutrition to excel 

  in every aspect of sport.

- With special diet considerations to allow you to apply your 

  new knowledge to a vegan diet, training multiple times per 

  day and under a variety of other circumstances.

https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/the-renaissance-diet-2-0/
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Strength History and Culture
As much as we are competitors and coaches, we are also 

huge fans of strength and actively involved in the culture of 

strength sports. Here is some of our best content regarding 

Strength History and Current Events in the Strength Sports 

World: 

Each year on The JuggLife Podcast, Chad and Max pick their 

5 most significant Strength Stories of the year:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch
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2016 Top 5 Strength:

2017 Top 5 Strength:

2018 Top 5 Strength:

https://youtu.be/akxojRLgprU
https://youtu.be/L_Q78ctYgjU
https://youtu.be/S0j7lt7J6K0
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The debate about Transgender Athletes competing in sports 

rages on, though this is a few years old, this episode of The 

JuggLife Podcast discusses many of the key points:

Steroids in sports are always a source of controversey. The 

Academy Award winning film, Icarus, took us on a journey 

inside the belly of the beast. Chad and Max reflect on the 

film in what the Producers of the movie called “the most 

insightful and funny take” they’d heard:

https://youtu.be/q91EDy1hl_g
https://youtu.be/78h6zBwaRMo
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Max has had the unique experience of training under infa-

mous former Bulgarian National Weightlifting Coach Ivan 

Abadjiev. He recaps what The Bulgarian Method really was 

and its impact on the Weightlifting community:

Our Strength History Minute series aims to highlight the 

achievements of athletes from bygone eras, who today’s 

YouTube and Instagram generation may not know about, but 

should: 

Swiss Shot Putter Werner Gunthor is one of the most ex-

plosive athletes of all-time. He is a 4x World Champion in 

the Shot Put and competed on the Swiss National Bobsled 

Team:

https://youtu.be/SWOm-1mIE6A
https://youtu.be/le1EbX467ts
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Vasily Alekseyev, a Superheavyweight Weightlifter for the 

Soviet Union, is one of the most accomplished lifters of 

all-time. Alekseyev and his incredible red singlet was a 2x 

Olympic Gold Medalist and 8x World Champion:

Urik Vardanian dominated weightlifting in the late 70s into 

the 80s, winning 7 World Championships. His 1980 Gold 

Medal performance of 402.5kg total was beyond the cham-

pion in the next 3 weight classes above him:

https://youtu.be/HJLxi-qw2n4
https://youtu.be/DTPzDgViEFg
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Udo Beyer, an East German Shot Putter, is considered the 

strongest shot putter of all-time. He was the 1976 Gold 

Medalist:

Robin Goad was a pioneer for Women’s Weightlifting, com-

peting at the 1st Women’s World Championships. She won 

10 US National Championships over a 14 year span and 

was a 2000 Olympian, the first year that Women competed 

in Weightlifting at the Games:

https://youtu.be/0Kg_-cdmD_0
https://youtu.be/DrbYCf32IRU
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Pat Casey is the ‘godfather of powerlifting’ and was the first 

man to Bench 600#, Squat 800# and Total 2000#:

O.D. Wilson was a massive strength athlete competing in 

Powerlifting and Strongman. He was said to have 42 inch 

thighs and was an IPF World Champion, as well as finishing 

2nd in the 1992 World’s Strongest Man:

https://youtu.be/aLpVHXvkn2k
https://youtu.be/MiAyjxeVjNU
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Mark Henry, best known to many for his exploits in the 

WWF/WWE, was one of the most talented strength athletes 

of all-time. He excelled in Powerlifting, Weightlifting and 

Strongman:

Jon Cole was a World Class competitor in Track & Field, 

Powerlifting and Weightlifting. Many of his Powerlifting 

records stood for 3 decades:

https://youtu.be/FUOFiJ8Y4nU
https://youtu.be/m3IM9mZbtvY
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John Kuc isn’t as well known as many other Powerlifters 

from his era but his numbers were excellent. Kuc is a 3x IPF 

World Champion and totaled 2350#: 

Joe Dube is one of the greatest American weightlifters of 

all-time and squatted a remarkable 710# x12 reps:

https://youtu.be/yaq7fctVgR8
https://youtu.be/SxbRamnGIQE
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Geoff Capes excelled in Track & Field, Highland Games 

and Strongman. He was a 3x Olympian in the Shot Put, 

2x World’s Strongest Man and 6x Highland Games World 

Champion:

Doug Young is considered the original Powerbuilder, 

combining a bodybuilder’s physique with a powerlifter’s 

strength:

https://youtu.be/2sjzmetLKJk
https://youtu.be/TlNTO94FQRY
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Andrei Chemerkin is a massive Russian weightlifter and 

attempted a 272kg Clean & Jerk:

Al Feurbach is a well-rounded strength athlete, excelling in 

Shot Put and Weightlifting. He is also tremendously explo-

sive with over a 12 foot broad jump:

https://youtu.be/2EYXinl_QTs
https://youtu.be/mzK2YgD0Pyw
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Marisa Inda has over 25 years of training experience in 

Gymnastics, Bodybuilding and Powerlifting. As the reigning 

IPF World Champion and All-Time Total World Record Hold-

er in the 52kg class, she is one of the most accomplished 

lifters in the world today. Not only is her strength amazing, 

she possesses a near stage-ready physique and has ap-

peared on The Ellen Show performing her ‘Dancing Pullups’ 

routine, all at over 40 years old and raising 2 children.

In Fuerza, Marisa shares with you from her decades of 

experience about her background, physique training, nutri-

tion, cardio, calisthenics and strength training. Each topic 

is explained in depth and features programming samples. 

Fuerza also contains five 12 week programs covering 

Beginner Powerlifting, Physique, Intermediate Powerlifting, 

MomStrong (Physique, Powerlifting, Calisthenics and Cardio 

combined) and the exact program that Marisa used to break 

the All-Time World Record.

https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/fuerza-a-females-guide-to-strength-physique/
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Best of The JuggLife
The JuggLife Podcast combines serious training discussion, 

less serious training discussion, great guests, beer, movie 

parodies and more. Here are some of our favorite episodes. 

Find the audio versions of The JuggLife on Apple Podcasts, 

Spotify, Stitcher and iHeartRadio. 

University of California Rugby Coach Jack Clark has created 

a team culture that has lead the Cal Ruggers to over 20 Na-

tional Championships in the last 30 years. He shares some 

of his amazing insights on leadership with us:

Click the Video Thumbnail To Watch

https://youtu.be/u5gyGjsI8cc
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Adam Nelson is one of the most decorated American Shot 

Putters of All-Time, including a Gold Medal in 2004, that he 

didn’t get until 2013. This episode has laughs, tears and 

everything in between: 

In this episode of Beers with Chad, Chad goes through a 

training session with Fight Camp Conditioning’s Corey Bea-

sley as they discuss training for combat sports:

https://youtu.be/xrbvK94s9F8
https://youtu.be/fogVuhe9DzY
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We visit the incredible UCLA Football Performance Center 

to talk with Frank Wintrich, Director of Football Perfor-

mance for the Bruins:

The JuggLife goes on the road for a LIVE episode from Ar-

lington Strength in which the guys discuss exercise selec-

tion for the Squat and answer fan’s questions:

https://youtu.be/wkZmzhMNA-w
https://youtu.be/Bf0c9ETgBGo
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As much as we are known for our educational content, we 

may be more famous for our hilarious Podcast intro videos. 

Max and Chad count down their 10 best parody videos for 

the 100th episode:

Joe Defranco was Chad’s greatest inspiration in creating 

Juggernaut, the guys sit down with him in New Jersey:

https://youtu.be/kiiYaKChc0Q
https://youtu.be/zshGT18GKFg
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The guys visit the UFC Performance Institute in Las Vegas 

to talk with UFC Director of Strength and Conditioning Bo 

Sandoval and get a tour of this incredible facility:

Chad sits down with 3 Team USA Shot Putters, Olympic 

Champion Ryan Crouser, World Champion Ryan Whiting and 

Diamond League Champion Darrell Hill:

https://youtu.be/n0gday2chC0
https://youtu.be/YbI4Iq_anD0
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On the 8th Anniversary of Juggernaut, Chad reflects on 8 

Lessons he learned in the first 8 years of Juggernaut:

https://youtu.be/eSWp2Y6hbX0

